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Abstract 
 

Having been described as “langue mixte” (Lacroix 1971), this language presents features of Songhay and Berber 
languages. The observations discussed in this paper deal with the way voice changes are handled. In particular, it 
shows how the causative is formed. The causative morpheme S(V)- is of Berber origin and prefixed to the verb root as 
in Berber languages, whereas Songhay suffixes the causative morpheme that is of a very different form (-andi). But 
only verb roots that are also etymologically from Berber can take the morpheme in Tadaksahak. All roots that are 
cognates with Songhay are replaced with a Berber root with the same meaning, when causativized, changed to 
passive voice, or made reflexive or reciprocal. 
An appendix to the paper lists examples of both intransitive and transitive verbs using suppletion of the root when 
changed to causative and passive voice. 
 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Classification 
Pierre-Francis Lacroix was the first to mention Tadaksahak in literature, together with related languages. They were 
referred to as “mixed languages” (‘langues mixtes’), because of the evidence of strong influence from Songhay as 
well as from Tamasheq (Lacroix 1968). 
In his extensive study of Songhay languages, Robert Nicolaï puts Tadaksahak in the group of Northern Songhay 
(Nicolaï 1981:25, “Songhay septentrional”; see figure 1). Together with Tihishit, Tadaksahak forms the “nomadic” 
subgroup. 

 
Figure 1. Northern Songhay subgrouping adapted from Nicolaï and Tilmatine. 

As a part of the Songhay language group, Tadaksahak is placed in the Nilo-Saharan language family. Our 
observations among some of these Northern Songhay languages would indicate that Tadaksahak is the language most 
influenced by Tamasheq (and furthermore, on a phonemic and lexical level, by religious Arabic).  

1.2. Phonemes 
The examples presented here are given phonemically according to the interpretation documented in our description of 
the Tadaksahak phonology (Christiansen 2000, manuscript). 
Vowels: i, e, a, o, u all contrasting in length.  
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Consonants: 
 labial alveolar  (pharyngalized)  palatal velar uvular glottal 
  s Í b j p 
 a c Ì i f   
 e     r   Ô Ç w ˚ g 
  y  ó ¸ ˙ ”  
 l     m ˜        Ó 
  q Ú 
  k  È x v 
 
This corresponds with IPA with the exception of the following signs:  
Pharyngalization is marked with a dot underneath the sign: /Í., /Ì.+ Ñ 
The alveo-palatal affricates are represented by one sign [sÇ] = /c/, [c¸] = /j/. 
The palatal approximant [j] is represented as /y/, the alveolar flap [] shows as /r/ and the uvular unvoiced [] is 
represented as /˚/ 

2. Verbal system in the three concerned languages 
First we will give a short, by no means exhaustive overview of Songhay (speech variety of Gao) and Tamasheq 
(Tawellemet) to see how these two languages handle voice changes. 

2.1. Songhay (Gao) 

2.1.1. Conjugation 
A series of auxiliaries are inflected for tense, aspect, and mode. Preceding the TAM marker is the pronoun or nominal 
holding the function of subject. All derivations are suffixed as the following formula shows. 
 

NP/pron TAM verb(-derivator)1 

2.1.2. Causative and other voice changing devices 
Many Songhay verbs accept the suffix ,`mch which makes the causative of intransitive verbs (and a few transitives), 
and the factive of verbs of adjectival quality.2 
'0( adm ‘finish’  adm,`mch ‘cause to end’ 
'1( snn ‘arrive’  snn,mch ‘deliver’ 
Example pairs (3./4.) and (5./6.) demonstrate noncausative and causative constructions with the same verb. 
'2(    R`k`mf`vdx f`  lnnqt- 

toilet.PLDEF TAM be.distant  
‘The toilets are distant.’ 

                                                      
1Abbreviations used 

 
BEN benefactive postposition NP noun phrase REF reflexive 
CAU
S 

causative Q question particle TAM tense/aspect marker 

DEF definite PASS passive TMP temporal particle 
GEN genitive PLDEF plural definite 1/2/3s 1st/2nd/3rd person singular 
LOC locative postposition REC reciprocal 1/2/3p 1st/2nd/3rd person plural 
N: noun     

 
2Heath 1999:164. 
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'3(    Anqdx   l` r`k`mf`vdx lnnq,`mch 
person.PLDEF TAM toilet.PLDEF be.distant-CAUS 
‘The people (should) distance toilets. (cause toilets to be distant)’ 

'4(    @x ytlat bhihmnn q`- 
1s go.down night.DEF LOC  
‘I got out (of a canoe) during the night.’ 

'5(     H m`  `x ytla,`mch bhihmnn   q`- 
3p TAM 1s go.down-CAUS night.DEF  LOC  
‘They made me get out during the night.’ 

The indefinite singular noun “friend, mate” is the basis for a reciprocal construction.3 
'6(    Anqdx    f`      bdqd j`q- 

Person.PLDEF   TAM    friend hit  
‘The people hit each other.’ 

Compound reflexives are formed with the word “head” without definite and plural suffixes.4 
'7(    E``stl` mc` @xr` f`   'mfh      anÓ(  ©tl`x 

name and name TAM  (3p.GEN head)  wash  
‘Faatuma and Aysa wash themselves.’ 

2.2. Tamasheq 

2.2.1. Conjugation 
Conjugation in Tamasheq is rather complex. The one example of the “past completed aspect” serves as an illustration 
for the whole system. The root consonants for “to write” are ktb. 

'8(      ‡js`a`˙ ‘I wrote’ 
 s‡js`a`c ‘you (2s) wrote’ 
   hjs`a ‘he wrote’ 
 s‡js`a ‘she wrote’ 
m‡js`a ‘we wrote’ 
 s‡js`a`l ‘you (2p/m) wrote’ 
 s‡js`al`s ‘you (2p/f) wrote’ 
  ‡js`a`m ‘they (3p/m) wrote’ 
  ‡js`am`s ‘they (3p/f) wrote’ 

 
There is no simple formula for this kind of conjugation. The following is only an attempt. 
 

pron.TAM-(derivator-)consonant.root-pron.TAM 

2.2.2. Causative and other voice changing devices 
(10)                     causative: r‡,js‡a ‘make write’5 

passive: s‡v‡,js‡a ‘be written’ 
reciprocal/reflexive: m‚,js‚a ‘write to each other’ 

 

                                                      
3Heath 1999:357. 
4ibid.:351. 
5Most of the Tamasheq data is from Prasse 1998. 
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2.3. Tadaksahak 

2.3.1. Conjugation 
Different from Songhay, Tadaksahak always has a subject clitic even if the noun phrase is also present. The TAM 
markers precede the verb stem and consist of a consonant with a possible vowel: C(V)-. All unbound verb roots begin 
with a consonant. The unit /clitic+TAM+verb.stem/ has in general only one stressed syllable. 
 

(NP) pron.clitic-TAM -(derivator-)verb 

2.3.2. Causative and other voice changing devices 
In Tadaksahak the voice changing morphemes are prefixed to the verb root. This behaviour follows the pattern of 
Berber languages. Note also the similarity in shape of the different morphemes. 
 

Table 1. Tadaksahak: Voice changing morphemes 
 

Passive 
 

Causative 
Reciprocal/ 
Reflexive 

 
+ verb root 

t(e)- 

tuw(a)- 
 

R'U(,  ne- 
me- 
nem- 

 

Remarks: 
Passive: The use of the allomorphs is not predictable. However, all causative forms take stv'`(,, and the “y-verbs” 
tend to take s'd(,. 
Causative: The morpheme R'U(, copies any sibilant present in the verb root. If there is none, it is by default /s/. 
Reciprocal/Reflexive: The distinction among these three prefixes is inconsistent and unpredictable, and it might even 
be labeled “middle” in some circumstances. Our corpus shows evidence of all three having the two (or three) 
meanings. 
 
We distinguish two different verb classes when we consider voice changes. The first class we group in two because 
of the shape of the root. 

(1) Roots being etymologically from Berber  
(a) roots beginning with any consonant other than y- 
(b) roots beginning with y-  

(2) Roots being etymologically from Songhay 

2.3.3. Verb roots beginning with a consonant other than “y-” 
 
Songhay (Gao) Tadaksahak Tamasheq 

j`sh ‘to stumble’ fdqsdsde ‘to stumble’ f‡qs‡ss‡e ‘to stumble’ 
 mdfdqsdsde ‘to stumble’ m‡f‡q‡s‡ss‡e ‘to stumble’ 
 rdfdqsdsde ‘to make stumble’   
 
'00(  E`qj` `-ı-fdqsdsde c`q`˙ `-ı-j`Ó- 

donkey 3s-TAM-stumble almost 3s-TAM-fall 
‘The donkey stumbled so that it almost fell.’ 

'01(  Anq` `-a-chc`   g`q  stftct  `-ı-xhmÍdk             `  rd    `-ı-md,fdqsdsde- 
person 3s-TAM-walk TMP  tree         3s-TAM-hit.against 3s  BEN  3s-TAM-REF-stumble 
‘Somebody was walking when he hit against a tree stump and stumbled.’ 
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'02(  Snmch `-ı-rd,fdqsdsde     `- 
stone 3s-TAM-CAUS-stumble   3s 
‘A stone made him stumble.’ 

 
 
 
Songhay (Gao) Tadaksahak Tamasheq 

jnqf`x ‘to sit behind’ kdmjdl ‘to sit behind’ k‚mj‚l ‘to sit behind’ 
 rdkdmjdl ‘to make sit behind’   
 
'03(  @˙`-a-kdmjdl ` rd 

1s-TAM-sit.behind 3s BEN 
‘I sit behind him.’ 

'04(  @-ı-rd,kdmjdl             `xm      rtqf`x 
3s-TAM-CAUS-sit.behind  3s.GEN  woman 
‘He made his wife sit behind (on a camel).’ 

2.3.4. Verb roots beginning with “y-” 
We can observe that the inital consonant “y-” is dropped in favor of the consonant of the voice changing prefix. 
 
Songhay (Gao) Tadaksahak Tamasheq 

cdmih ‘to glue’ xhc˙dq ‘to be glued’ ‡c˙‡q ‘to be glued to’ 
 rdc˙dq ‘to glue’ r‡c˙‡q ‘to glue’ 
 ldc˙dq ‘to be glued together’ m‡l‡c˙‡q ‘to be glued together’ 
 rdldc˙dq ‘to glue together’ r‡mm‡l‡c˙‡q ‘to glue together’ 
 
'05(  Snqtes  m      b`x  `-ı-xhc˙dq-  

car GEN  foot   3s-TAM-be.glued 
‘The inner tube (of the car wheel) is glued.’ 

'06(  R,'x(dc˙dq      `˙`x  gn           md   
CAUS-be.glued  1s      thing.DET  here 
‘Glue the thing here for me!’ 

'07(  S`˙ldm  h-ı-l,'x(dc˙dq- 
sandals    3p-TAM-REC-be.glued 
‘The sandals are glued together.’ 

'08(  Rd,l,'x(dc˙dq        `˙`x  `˙`m    s`˙ldm+  h-ı-jnr-  
CAUS-REC-be.glued  1s      1s.GEN  sandals     3p-TAM-break 
‘Glue my sandals together (for me); they have fallen apart.’ 

 
Songhay (Gao) Tadaksahak Tamasheq 

bdmch ‘to pull’ xhqjda ‘to pull’ ‡qj‡a ‘to pull’ 
 rdqjda ‘to make sb pull’  
 mdqjda ‘to pull (from) each other’  
 mdldqjda ‘to pull sth between sb’  
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'1/(  @j `kl`m `,ı,xhqjda> 
Q   herd     3s-TAM-pull 
‘Is the herd pulled (from the well)?’ 

'10(  @˙`,a,xhqjda  a`Çh- 
1s-TAM-pull      waterbag 
‘I am pulling the waterbag.’ 

'11(  R,'x(dqjda  `kl`m  a`mft  ad  
CAUS-pull    herd      well       LOC 
‘Pull the herd from the well!’ 

'12(  @kl`m `,ı,stv`,r,'x(dqjda- 
herd     3s-TAM-PASS-CAUS-pull 
‘The herd has been pulled (from the well).’ 

'13(  HÇ`p`˙`m  h,a,m,'x(dqjda    `kl`m- 
brother.PL 3p-TAM-REF-pull  herd 
‘Brothers pull (animals of) the herd from each other.’ 

'14(  H,e,stv`,m,'x(dqjda- 
3p-TAM-PASS-REF-pull 
‘They are being pulled (animals of the herd).’ 

'15(  G`mÇdm h,ı,mdl,'x(dqjda  ihe`- 
dog.PL  3p-TAM-REC-pull    carcass 
‘The dogs pulled on a carcass between them.’ 

2.3.5. Verb roots using suppletion when the voice is changed 
This second verb class is comparatively small but consists of the most frequently used verbs in daily life. These roots 
are etymologically Songhay and do not allow the morphemes used by the above two subclasses. Suppletion is the 
strategy used: a root from Berber is replacing the base root. This replacement is always a bound root; it is not found 
in the language without a voice changing or other derivational affix. 
 
Songhay (Gao) Tadaksahak Tamasheq 

ctlat ‘to cut’ ctlat ‘to cut; to slaughter’ hfy‡l ‘he slaughtered’ 
 ydfydl ‘to have sth slaughtered’  
 sdfydl ‘to be slaughtered’  
 
'16(  @-ı-ctlat         edih-  

3s-TAM-slaughter  sheep 
‘He slaughtered a sheep.’ 

'17(  @-ı-y,dfydl                edih-  
3s-TAM-CAUS-slaughter  sheep 
‘He had a sheep slaughtered.’ 

'18(  Edih     `-ı-s,dfydl-  
sheep  3s-TAM-PASS-slaughter 
‘The sheep is slaughtered.’ 
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Songhay (Gao) Tadaksahak Tamasheq 

Ó`` ‘to eat’ Ó` ‘to eat’ hjÇ` ‘he ate’ 
 ÇhjÇ` ‘to make eat, to feed’  
 sdjÇ` ‘to be eaten, to be edible’  
 
'2/(  @-a-Ó`       `xm       g`vqt-  

3s-TAM-eat  3s.GEN  meal 
‘He is eating his meal.’ 

'20(  @-a-ÇhjÇ`              `xm       a`q`q- 
3s-TAM-CAUS.eat  3s.GEN   child 
‘She is feeding her child.’ 

'21(  Sdk`f`y`m  bhmcdm  h,e,sdjÇ`               v`k`    ghm`- 
pumpkin.PL  some     3p-TAM-PASS.eat  without  N:cook 
‘Some (kinds of) pumpkins are eaten without cooking.’ 

Songhay (Gao) Tadaksahak Tamasheq 

vhh ‘to kill’    vh  ‘to kill’ `m˙t ‘to kill, to beat’ 
  r`rtv`m˙`5 ‘to make kill’ r‡m˙t ‘to make kill’ 

 stv`m˙` ‘to be killed’ s‚v‚m˙t ‘to be killed’ 
 mdl`m˙` ‘to beat each other’ m‚l‚m˙t ‘to kill each other’ 

 rdmdl`m˙` ‘to cause to beat each 
other’ r‚mm‚l‚m˙t ‘to cause to kill 

each other’ 
 
'22(  Hms`xm`vs  `,a,vh        h˙hc`m- 

jackal           3s-TAM-kill  kid.PL 
‘The jackal kills kids.’ 

'23(  @l`mnj`k  `,ı-r`rtv`m˙`    `xm       `y`mfn- 
chief            3s-TAM-CAUS.kill   3s.GEN  enemy 
‘The chief had his enemy killed.’ 

'24(  @˙hc  `-ı-stv`m˙`- 
kid      3s-TAM-PASS.kill 
‘The kid was killed.’ 

'25(  @˙`x+     `˙-sd-stv`m˙`    l`q`cnc`  
1s.emph 1s-TAM-PASS.kill  now 
‘I, I will be killed now!’ 

'26(  H-a-mdl`m˙`- 
3p-TAM-REC.fight 
‘They are fighting each other.’ 

'27(  @-ı-rd,mdl`m˙`           `xm       hydk˙hm- 
3p-TAM-CAUS-REC.fight  3s.GEN  billy.goats 
‘He made his billy goats fight each other.’ 

 
Verbal roots from Songhay also differ from verbs with Berber roots in the way they are nominalized. Berber roots are 
typically marked with a change in syllable pattern and vowels.  

                                                      
6While the causative morpheme can be identified as S(V)- in general, this example shows that double marking is also possible, a phenomena for 

which we have not yet found a satisfactory explanation. 
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(28) xhcjdk ‘to pick up’ `c`j`k ‘hill (elevation)’ 
 xhaq`q ‘be ugly’ `aqtq ‘ugliness’ 
 xhedk ‘to flow (water)’  de`k ‘running water’ 
 xhÌ`y ‘to be tired’ tÌty ‘fatigue’ 
 adkdk ‘to be rich’ `adkdk ‘riches’ 
 cdvds ‘to be joyful’ s`chvhs ‘joy’ 
           
However, the Songhay roots have zero morphological marking (see example (32)). All the verbs listed in the 
appendix in the first column can also be used as nouns. 
 
(40) chc` ‘to walk / the walking’ 
 bdm` ‘to be small / smallness / younger sibling’  
 jnr ‘to break / to be broken / the breaking’ 
 jnqq` ‘to heat / to be hot / the heat’ 
 
To summarize we can recall the facts: The causative morpheme used in Tadaksahak is of Berber origin and prefixed 
to the verb root as in Berber languages. The same is true for the morphemes of passive voice, reflexive, and 
reciprocal. Only verb roots that are also etymologically from Berber can take these morphemes in Tadaksahak. Yet 
many verbs used frequently in daily life are of  Songhay origin and do not allow derivation. Such verbs are suppleted 
with a root of Berber origin when they get derived and are then taking the regular morphemes. 
 
Tadaksahak has developed strategies in a unique way to deal with the two very different linguistic systems which 
influenced this language. 
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Appendix 
The following Tadaksahak verbs take a different root when they are causativized. This list does not pretend to be 
exhaustive. Yet this class of verbs is closed, as new vocabulary is very unlikly to come through Songhay. 

1. One argument verbs 
  
gloss 

 
Tadaksahak 

 
causative 

 
other forms 

Tamasheq 
cognate 

 
gloss7 

(1) be big adq rdl˙dq  hl˙`q to be big 
(2) be close l`m7 ydgdy mdldgdy 

‘be close to/ 
approach each other’ 
`mdlhg`y 
‘proximity’ 

hg`ó to approach, be close 

(3) cry gdv rdkg`  hkg` he cried 
(4) be dry pnp rd˙dq  h˙`q to be dry 
(5) eat enough jtmft rhvdm sdv`ms 

‘having well eaten (n)’
x`v`m to eat enough 

(6) fall j`Ó Çdcdq  ncc` he fell 
(7) fly Ôns rdrdfdc  ‡f‡c to fly 
(8) get up stmt rtmjtq  ‡mj‡q to get up 
(9) go down ytlat ydydads  y‚aa‚s to go down 

(10) leave jnx rdfk`  ‚fkt to leave 
(11) depart gtmt rdedk  ‡e‡k to depart 
(12) be placed9 jdmh ÇhmÇ`  ‚˜rt to be placed 
(13) run ytqt ydydk  `y‡k to run 
(14) sit fnq` Ç`˙`l md˙hl` 

‘sit together’ 
˙`lt to sit 

(15) spend the day gn˙`x rdjk`  ‚jkt to spend the day 
(16) stop j`x rdacdc  ‡ac‡c to stop 
(17) suckle j`lj`l0/ rdmjdr  ‡˜j‡r to suckle 
(18) be upright j`x rn˙s`00  `rd˙sh he planted (tree) 
(19) walk chc` ¸h¸tvdmjds  ¸‡v‡mj‡s to walk 

 

                                                      
7Glosses in the infinitive are from Prasse 1998, using the forms from S`v‡kk‡ll‡s, the Tamasheq dialect spoken east of the Tadaksahak area 

in the @y`v`˙ region, Niger. Third person singular forms are elicited by the authors. 
8l`m with the directional ,j`s ‘towards here’ is used for transitive: @l`mj`s `r`q`q. ‘He approached the mat.’ 
9jdmh also means ‘to sleep’  when the agent is human/animate. A`q`q `ejdmh `r`q`q j`. ‘The/A child sleeps on the mat.’ To make sleep is the 

same word as ‘to lay down/to place’ ÇhmÇ`. 
10j`lj`l ‘suckle’ being a repeated action has a duplicate verb root. 
11rn˙s`  is used for items that need to be put upright; it is also used for intransitive: @q`ytl `rn˙s`- ‘The cereal bag stood upright.’ 
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2. Two argument verbs 
 

  
gloss 

Tadaksahak 
(imperative) 

 
causative 

 
passive 

 
other forms 

Tamasheq  
cognate 

 
gloss 

(20) bring y`v ÇhÇhvh sdvh mdldvh 
‘be contagious’ 
rdmdldvh 
‘contaminate’ 

`v‡x to bring 

(21) call somebody bdv rd˙qds stv`˙q` `mdld˙q` 
‘namesake’ 

‚˙qt to call 

(22) climb/ride jdch rtvtm sdvdm `l`v`˜ 
‘rider’ 

‡v‡˜ to ride (animal) 

(23) cut/slaughter ctlat ydfydl sdfydl  ‡fy‡l to slaughter 
(24) do c` Çhf` sdf` mdldf` 

‘do to each other’ 
‡ft to do 

(25) drink mhm ÇhÇt shÇt  ‚Ç'v(t to drink 
(26) eat Ó` ÇhjÇ` sdjÇ` `Ç`jÇn 

‘food’ 
hjÇ` he ate 

(27) fight 
(also verbally) 

yn˙ rdj'd(mdr sdjmdr 
‘be shunned’

 ‡j˜‡r to dispute 

(28) gather (food) g`a` rdeqdc sdeqdc  ‡eq‡c to gather (food) 
(29) give m` )rdje`01 sdje` mdje` 

‘give each other’ 
‚jet to give 

(30) enter in gtqt ytfty   ‡ff‡y to enter in 
(31) hear ln rdrk` stvdrk` hr`k`m 

‘news’ 
‚rkt to hear 

(32) hit j`q Çtvts 
‘lead (animals)’

sdvds mdldvts 
‘hit each other’ 

‡v‡s to hit 

(33) jump over Ôns rdrdfdc stvtfdc  ‡ff‡c to jump 
(34) kill vh r`rtv`m˙` stv`m˙` mdl`m˙` 

‘hit each other’ 
`r`l`m˙n 
‘mortality’ 

`m˙t to kill/hit 

(35) know a`x ÇhÇhm stvtr`m strtms 
‘knowledge’ 

‡rr‡m to know (how to do) 

(36) lead pulling ftmft rhrhkvh  `k`v`x 
‘caravan’ 

‡kv‡x to lead pulling 

(37) leave alone chr  stvhx`  ‚xxt to leave (alone) 
(38) look at g`rh rtrvtc strvtc mdldrvtc 

‘look at each other’
‡rv‡Ì to look 

(39) look for gtqqt rdflh sdflh  ‡fl‡x to look for 
(40) love/want a`˙` Çdq` stvdq`  hÚt to want/love 
(41) read/study p`q`m rdrd˙q`02 stv`˙q`  ‚˙qt to read/study 
(42) say bh rdrtv`m stvdm`03  ‚˜˜t to say 
(43) see ftm` rdjm` 

‘show’ 
Ítvdmh  ‡m‡x to see 

(44) steal y`x ÇhÇtjnq stjtq  `j‡q to steal 

                                                      
12Unused form. Such an action does not happen in the culture; one would rather say ‘he sent him something’ @Çtv`m `rd gd. 
13Compare with “call”. The Tamasheq root has both meanings: call/read. 
14Normally used for general truths, like proverbs. 
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(45) swallow fnm ydkldy sdkldy hydkl`y 

‘tonsils’ 
‡kl‡ó to swallow 

(46) take chmh ytaty staty 
‘arrested’ 

 ‡a‡ó to take 

(47) take out j`v ÇtjtÇ stjtÇ  ‡jj‡Ô to take out 
(48) tell g`q  sdldk04  ‡l‡k to inform 
 

3. Two argument verbs also used in an intransitive form 
 

  
gloss 

Tadaksahak 
(imperative) 

 
causative 

intransitive 
and passive 

 
other forms 

Tamasheq  
cognate 

 
gloss 

(49) break (leg) chfchf ydqó` chfchf  ‚qót to break 
(50) break (thing) a`p ydqó`05 a`p 

sdqó` 
 ‚qót to break 

(51) construct bdm rdjqdr bdm `l`jq`r 
‘baby’ 

‡jÚ‡r to build/construct 

(52) cook ghm` rdrdÓ` ghm` `l`r`Ó` 
‘cook’ 

hr`Ó he cooked 

(53) dig e`r yd˙dy e`r 
sd˙dy 

 ‡˙‡y to dig 

(54) dress c`a rhkr` c`a hrdkr` 
‘clothes’ 

‚krt to be dressed 

(55) fill Ínm rdsjdq Ínm  hsj`q he filled  
(56) pour ctct rdrdm˙dk ctct  ‡m˙‡k to pour 
(57) reach Í`v rtvtc Í`v 

stvtc 
‘catch up with’ 

 `v‡Ì to reach 

(58) sew Í`s`a ydylh Í`s`a mdylh 
‘sewn together’ 
`m`yl`x 
‘needle’ 

‡ól‡x to sew 

(59) throw out ltm rdrdm˙dk ltm 
stv`m˙dk06 

 ‡m˙‡k to pour 

(60) tie up g`v rtv`p`m g`v 
stv`p`m 

 ‡pp‡m to tie up 
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